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Introduction: It is increasingly important to identify and eliminate inefficiencies in
resident education. We hypothesize that slower performance of specific operative
steps in laparoscopic nephrectomy accounts for much of the slower operative
speed observed in junior residents vs. their senior colleagues. Therefore, we
sought to evaluate the by-step time-differential between experienced senior
residents and their junior colleagues in a live-tissue simulation.
Materials and methods: Residents participated in our swine model surgical
simulation of laparoscopic radical and partial nephrectomy (LRNx and LPNx).
PGY5 and 6 residents were considered senior; junior residents were PGY3 and
4. We defined discrete surgical steps. Residents’ post-graduate training levels
were tracked and time-to-completion of each operative step was recorded.
Results: Seven live-tissue simulations sessions took place, with 12 residents
conducting 22 operations (12 LRNx, 10 LPNx). On average, each resident
operated in 2 simulation sessions (range 1–4). The average time required by
senior residents for LPNx was 152 min; junior residents required 173 min (p=
0.35). When considering the operative steps, juniors required nearly twice as
much time to achieve hilar control (42 min vs. 23 min, p=0.03). Significant
differences in performance time were not seen in the other steps.
Discussion: The performance differential between senior and junior residents
conducting nephrectomies was most evident during hilar dissection. Our
study suggests that specific efforts should be focused on teaching junior
residents the skills required for this step early in their training.
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Introduction

To survive the mounting pressure to train residents in a manner that is safe, effective

and cost-efficient, urology residencies must move beyond the traditional surgical training

model rooted in the Halstedian principles of the master-apprentice relationship (1).

Work hour restrictions, the increasing demand for sub specialization, and the rapid
Abbreviations

LPNx, Laparoscopic partial nephrectomy; LRNx, Laparoscopic radical nephrectomy
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deployment of new surgical methods and devices have rendered

obsolete the notion that trainees will gain the necessary range

and mastery of operative skills by simple observation and

repetition (2). Furthermore, while surgical skills comprise the

critical mass of a surgical resident’s educational curriculum,

the operative theatre is an expensive and potentially risky

classroom. As a result, surgical proficiency must now be

acquired in less time and, given the public’s increasing

attention to the performance of physicians, under greater

scrutiny (3). To remain successful, graduate medical training

programs must explore structured methods to teach and

evaluate procedural and operative skills.

Modern surgical simulation allows trainees to master basic

skills, simulate key intraoperative maneuvers, exercise critical

thinking, and even treat emergency situations before entering

the operating room (4–6). Moreover, training on simulators

offers a unique opportunity to provide targeted feedback to

the trainee based on objective measurements and, in

aggregate, may increase our understanding of surgical

education. Knowledge of how surgeons best acquire new skills

can be applied to more efficiently training the next generation

of residents, as well as to determining how to best integrate

new technologies into clinical practice (7, 8).

Given increasing constraints on resident operative

experience and buoying interest in simulated surgical training,

we began a series of live-tissue simulation laparoscopic partial

and radical nephrectomy (LPNx and LRNx, respectively) at

our institutions. We hypothesized that live-tissue simulation

offers a unique opportunity to isolate specific operative steps

that especially challenge residents and sought to identify those

steps in which the time-to-completion differential between

junior and senior residents was greatest. Once these steps are

identified, we feel that specific attention may be directed

toward them, paying valuable future dividends in overall

improvement in resident surgical skill acquisition.
Materials and methods

Settings and participants

We conducted an institutional animal care and use

committee (IACUC) approved live-tissue surgical simulation

training program at our institution. This 2-week progressive

surgical simulation curriculum included didactic instruction,

inanimate simulation, and live-tissue swine models of

laparoscopic surgery. Swine were selected for their high

fidelity to human renal anatomy, particularly in the region of

the renal hilum. Participants were recruited from the six-year

urology residency programs at our institutions. Trainees were

encouraged, but not required, to participate regardless of level

of training, perceived operative skills, or previous experience

with laparoscopic and/or simulated surgery.
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Intervention

Multiple sessions were conducted; however, session

structure remained stable over time. On day one, residents

were given introductory didactic lectures, as well as

assignments for independent reading. Didactic instruction

focused on the guiding principles of live-tissue simulation,

namely conscientious and ethical use of animals for surgical

simulation modeling. Participants also viewed a presentation

regarding laparoscopic surgical techniques. Independent

reading material was selected to reinforce these concepts.

The following week, on day 8, residents once again gathered

for a mentored skills lab, using inanimate box trainer surgical

simulators. Specific skills applicable to nephrectomy were

taught, and residents were given access to the box trainer for

optional independent practice during days 9–13. On day 14,

all participants took part in the live-tissue simulation. Once

the didactic and inanimate training sessions were complete,

the participants transitioned to the live-tissue simulation

portion of the training. Residents were informed which

surgical procedure(s) they would perform as the “primary

surgeon.” When not acting as the “primary surgeon,”

residents were instructed to work as the “assisting surgeon”

under the guidance of the primary surgeon. Typically,

laparoscopic radical nephrectomies (LRNx) were assigned to

junior residents and laparoscopic partial nephrectomies

(LPNx) were assigned to senior residents, however, some

overlap did occur based on participant availability and a

surplus of swine during one testing session.

One senior and one junior resident then were randomly

paired and assigned to a single anesthetized swine. Each pair

was monitored by a faculty urologist, who was instructed to

time the various operative steps, probe the trainee’s knowledge,

and evaluate the trainee’s operative plan, surgical skills and

management of the operative team utilizing surgical procedure

score sheets specific to each operation. Faculty were permitted

to provide verbal guidance when it was necessary to move

trainees beyond an impasse, however they were forbidden from

directly participating in the operation in any way.
Outcomes

Each operative procedure was timed, and the duration

required for each operative step by each resident was recorded.

Residents were aware that their performance was being timed,

and no a priori goal or maximum time was set. For those

completing a radical nephrectomy, the steps of the operation

were delineated as follows: creation of pneumoperitoneum,

trocar placement, mobilization of adjacent structures, isolation

of the ureter and gonadal vein, obtainment of hilar control,

and removal of the kidney. The initial steps, through

obtainment of hilar control, remained the same for those
frontiersin.org
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completing a partial and total nephrectomy; however, in the

partial nephrectomy operation, the additional steps of lesion

removal and achievement of hemostasis were also evaluated.

Hilar control included dissection and isolation of the renal

artery and vein, obtaining control of the artery and vein with

vessel loops, application of vascular clamps on each (for partial

nephrectomy) and endoscopic stapling of the vessel (in

complete nephrectomy groups). The simulated lesion in LPNx

was a standardized 2 × 2 cm area of the upper pole that was

scored with electrocautery by the observing attending.
Analysis

Once all groups had completed the simulation activities,

times required for completion of each step of each LRNx and

LPNx were compiled. Residents in their fifth or sixth year of

training were considered senior residents; all others were

considered junior residents. Appropriate parametric and non-

parametric tests were employed, based on data characteristics.

Comparisons of time-requirements between groups were
FIGURE 1

Time differential between junior vs. senior residents completing key steps in

Frontiers in Surgery 03
conducted using Student’s t-test and recorded in Figure 1. A

p-value below 0.05 was considered statistically significant and

all alphas were two-tailed. Statistical analysis was performed

using Stata 15 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX).
Oversight

The IACUC approved this study. Given that this was a non-

risk intervention in medical education, the Institutional Review

Board (IRB) deemed no official IRB oversight to be required. In

lieu of official IRB oversight, the principles of the Declaration of

Helsinki were followed.
Results

Seven live-tissue simulations took place, with 12 urological

surgical trainees conducting 22 operations in total. Of these, 12

were LRNx and 10 were LPNx. On average, each trainee

operated in 2 simulations (range 1–4). In total, 15 cases were
simulated laparoscopic radical and partial nephrectomy.
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performed by junior residents (of these, two were post graduate

year (PGY) 2, six PGY 3, and seven PGY 4) and 7 cases were

performed by senior residents (two were PGY 5 and five PGY

6). LRNx was considered to be simpler operation, and was

therefore geared toward junior residents, who performed 91.6%

(11/12) of these procedures. LPNx was considered to be a more

complex operation, and the majority of these cases (6/10,

60.0%) were performed by senior residents. None of the junior

residents had performed prior LRNx or LPNx in humans as

the primary surgeon, whereas all of the senior residents had

performed these procedures previously in the clinical setting.

The junior residents required an average of 125 min to

complete the LRNx. Given that only a single senior resident

completed LRNx, we did not compare overall procedure time

between junior and senior residents for this operation. The

average time required by senior residents to complete an LPNx

was 152 min as compared to 173 min for junior residents,

though this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.35).

When key components of the operations were compared

between junior and senior residents, the junior residents

required nearly twice as much time to achieve hilar control,

taking 42 min, vs. 23 min for senior residents (p = 0.03). Senior

residents also out performed junior residents during excision of

the simulated lesion in LPNx, a finding that approached

statistical significance (p = 0.07). There were no significant

differences in performance time in any of the other steps.
Discussion

By necessity, surgical education is moving away from the

experience-based model of training to a more skills-oriented

and procedure-based model (9–12). In this vein, we developed

a comprehensive simulated training curriculum that

culminates in live-tissue simulation of LRNx and LPNx. Given

the increasing need to leverage clinical operative time for

maximum learning, we hypothesized that our live-tissue

model could be used to identify whether specific operative

steps slow trainee progress more than others. In our models

of LRNx and LPNx, senior residents completed the operations

more quickly than did their junior counterparts. Notably,

junior residents took significantly more time to complete

renal hilar dissection than did seniors, while performing other

steps at a similar pace. Now that this isolated performance

differential in laparoscopic nephrectomy is known, specific

efforts can be made to teach junior residents the skills

required for effective and timely hilar dissection early in their

training, thereby freeing up valuable time in the operative

theater for the teaching of other important surgical skills.

Our study confirms what most urology faculty innately

know – that the variability and delicacy of the vessels and the

risk of serious complication makes the hilar dissection

inherently challenging to teach clinically on a human patient.
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Indeed, Yap et al. showed that both residents and attending

surgeons agree that resident participation during LRNx is

significantly less in hilar dissection than in other aspects of

the case (13). We feel our study supports two important and

generalizable principles for surgical education: first, simulation

enables educators to identify skills for targeted training and,

second, live-tissue simulation allow junior residents to gain

experience in operative maneuvers deemed too risky to be

learned solely on human patients.

Though we are the first to identify a significant time-

differential for an individual operative step, previous authors

have examined variation in simulated surgical skills between

senior and junior residents. Given that senior residents

typically have substantially more laparoscopic and robotic

operative experience, it is not surprising that seniority

translates into shorter overall operative time in our live-tissue

simulation models. The literature, in general, supports the

notion that seniority shortens the time needed to gain

proficiency in simulated surgical skills. Lee et al. simulated

laparoscopic renal hilar vascular injury using an inanimate

model, and found that senior residents scored higher on a

global rating scale and had lower simulated blood loss (10).

Similarly, in a team-based training exercise using a

computerized human simulator, urologic resident training

level was once again correlated with technical performance

and blood loss (14). In contrast, Verdaasdonk found that

previous laparoscopic experience in first and second year

surgical residents did not correlate with the ability to master a

simulated laparoscopic skillset and theorized instead that

innate body-awareness, spatial reasoning skills, and motivation

of the trainees influenced their ability to gain proficiency (15).

Weizer et al. evaluated the time required for junior and senior

residents to complete defined surgical steps in a series of

hand-assisted laparoscopic donor nephrectomies supervised by

a single surgeon (16). The authors found that after controlling

for patient factors known to lengthen operative time (e.g. BMI

and gender), junior residents still required significantly more

time to mobilize the colon and the kidney and ureter when

compared to senior residents. This difference also translated

to a longer overall operative time. Though time to complete

the hilar dissection was measured in this study of 70

consecutive patients, it is noteworthy that residents did not

perform the dissection enough times to warrant analysis of

their performance. As surgical educators, we must

acknowledge the incongruity between the need to maintain

quality and safety, and the need to allow trainees to gain

critical experience, which inevitably will generate mistakes.

Weizer’s study highlights this struggle and emphasizes the

value of surgical simulation for providing an environment in

which complicated maneuvers can be practiced without

putting human patients at risk.

As surgical education moves away from the experience-

based model of training to a skills-based model, knowledge of
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the specific skills to target for maximal learning is critical. The

development of high fidelity, lifelike simulator models provides

safe, portable, inexpensive and readily-available training for a

wide variety of surgical skills, while also lending insight into

which skills are most in need of improvement. Indeed, both

the learner and the instructor will benefit from this

identification of strengths and weaknesses, information that

can be used to make both the operative and simulated

sessions even more educationally fruitful. While the live tissue

model used herein is likely the highest-fidelity non-human

model, it is also expensive and labor-intensive to deploy.

Miyata and their group also looked at VR laparoscopic

radical nephrectomy simulation and concluded that the

simulation allows for excellent skill assessment of trainees

prior to entering the operating room (17). From the realm of

gynecologic resident education, Jokinin also showcased the

utility of virtual reality laparoscopic simulation with

hysterectomy. Of note, while operative time did not reach

statistical significance due to low number of study

participants, residents who completed the intervention of the

laparoscopic hysterectomy simulation performed their first live

hysterectomy an average of 20 min faster (18). In another

gynecologic example, Netter took training a step forward and

identified that video-based self-assessment can improve

surgical skills on virtual reality laparoscopic hysterectomy

simulation (19). Both of these gynecologic studies highlight

cost effective methods of improving surgical education outside

the operating room. Taking cost considerations even further,

Casas-Murillo utilized 3D-printed anatomical models of the

cystic duct for training of laparoscopic cholecystectomy in a

homemade laparoscopic simulator using silicon which showed

promising results in terms of the native tissue-like

composition of the material (20).

This study is not without limitations. Some may argue that

speed should not be measured in the evaluation of surgical

trainees, as the time required to complete an operative step, in

and of itself, may not be an accurate gauge of competency.

However, faster operative times were a surrogate for lower

complication rates in several studies evaluating the learning

curve of laparoscopic surgery (11, 21, 22). Indeed, we believe

that in our high fidelity live-tissue model in a simulated

operating room setting, speed provides a global measurement

of operative efficiency, which incorporates not only technical

skill, but also critical thinking and intraoperative decision-

making. Therefore, we believe using speed as an endpoint

does not jeopardize the quality of the resident’s training

experience or of our evaluation. Furthermore, evaluators

(attending urologists) who timed the steps could not be

blinded to the identities of the participating residents. While

task-timing should be reasonably free from subjectivity, we

cannot rule out the possibility that bias may have entered our

results. Finally, though extensive efforts were made to

standardize the model, live-tissue simulation will never be
Frontiers in Surgery 05
100% reproducible across operative experiences, as the unique

anatomy and physiology of each animal model will influence

the residents’ experience. Moreover, though a single resident

was designated as the primary surgeon for each operation, a

second resident acting as an assistant also participated in each

case. The presence of an assistant was not formally evaluated

and could have affected the simulation standardization.

Additionally, comparing time for hilar control between junior

and senior residents performing two different operations may

have induced bias into the results. LRNx hilar dissection is

typically more elaborate than LPNx which potentially added

to the duration of time taken to achieve hilar control for

junior residents. Finally, our study does lack the standardized

assessment of resident surgical skill through critical points of

the operation. Our study began prior to the advent of these

objective forms of assessment and thus time was used as a

surrogate marker for skill.
Conclusions

In our live-tissue simulations of laparoscopic radical and

partial nephrectomy, senior residents completed the

operations substantially more quickly than junior residents. In

an effort to improve the quality of urologic surgical skills

instruction, we sought to ascertain whether the difference in

operative speed between senior and junior residents was due

to the juniors performing discrete operative steps more slowly

vs. a globally-slower performance, without slowness being

concentrated at a specific step. Ultimately, a marked

performance differential was evident during renal hilar

dissection, but not during other steps. Our study suggests that

specific efforts should be focused on teaching junior residents

the skills required for hilar dissection early in their training.

This strategy may improve patient safety by shortening overall

length of anesthetic and may also provide instructors greater

flexibility to teach more complex surgical skills. Furthermore,

this may indicate the live animal model served as a valuable

intermediate step between virtual reality training and the

actual operating room.
Contributions to the field

The operating room is an exceedingly expensive

environment for learners to practice skills. Therefore, it is

increasingly important to identify and eliminate inefficiencies

in resident education. We hypothesized that slower

performance of specific operative steps in laparoscopic

nephrectomy accounts for much of the slower operative speed

observed in surgical trainees. Therefore, we sought to evaluate

the by-step time-differential where surgical learners could

increase efficiency rapidly and therefore preserve resources in
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the actual operating room. We utilized a live tissue simulation

model in order to evaluate steps in laparoscopic renal surgery

where the greatest effect on efficiency could be realized. Our

experience with this curriculum indicates that the most

valuable opportunity to decrease time and increase efficiency

is in teaching the laparoscopic hilar dissection component of

these operations. Our study suggests that specific efforts

should be focused on teaching the skills required for this step

early in surgical training.
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